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Computer Vision
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Computer Vision

Computer Vision is concerned with the 

– content
– organization, and 
– behaviour

of a 3D world 
by the automatic analysis of images of that world
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Extract descriptions of the world from images

Descriptions of what kind? qualitative vs. quantitative

Geometric: shape and position of object or distances in 3D world

Semantic: what objects do I see?

Dynamic: scene changes, object velocities, human actions, ...

IMAGE KNOWLEDGE

Computer Vision

Credit: Francesca Odone, University of Genova
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Credit: Alessandro Saffiotti, University of Örebro

Computer Vision
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Computer Vision

Signal & 
Image 

Processing

Machine
Learning

Computer
Graphics

3D geometry

Low level vision
Semantics

An incomplete view of related disciplines

Computer Vision

Credit: Francesca Odone, University of Genova
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Computer Vision

• The image is two-dimensional

• We lose information in the projection process, 
i.e., in passing from a 3D world to a 2D image

• The images are digital images

– they are a discrete representation (i.e. they have distinct values at 
regularly sampled points)

– they are a quantised representation (i.e. each value is an integer value)
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Computer Vision

Image formation system

– part illumination

– sensing element

– associated optics

is critical to the successful deployment of industrial systems
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Computer Vision

The task of the image acquisition and processing sub-system is

– to convert this signal into a digital image

– to manipulate the resultant image to facilitate the subsequent extraction of information
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Computer Vision

The image analysis phase is concerned with the extraction of explicit information 
regarding the contents of the image (e.g. object category, identity, position, size, 
orientation)

There is a fundamental difference between image processing and image analysis

– Image Processing facilitates transformations of 
images to (hopefully, more useful) images

– Image Analysis facilitates the transformation from an image to explicit (symbolic) information
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Optics and Sensors
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Optics

• Perspective Projection

• Pin-hole model of a camera

Basic model of imaging process
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Optics

Lenses are required to focus part of the visual environment onto the image sensor

Lenses are defined by:

– their Focal Length (quoted in millimetres)
– their Aperture (the f number)

These parameters determine the performance of the lens in terms of light gathering 
power and magnification, and it often has a bearing on its physical size
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Optics

The focal length of a lens is a guide to the magnification it effects and 
its field of view.

Selecting the focal length which is appropriate to a particular 
application is simply a matter of applying the basic lens equation

where

v is the distance from the lens to the image

u is the distance from the lens to the object

f is the focal length

1 1 1
u v f
+ =
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Optics

Gaussian lens equations: and

Focal length: 
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Noting the Magnification Factor M is

M
image size
object size

=
_
_

V

U

Optics
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Thus

Hence if we know the required magnification factor and the 
distance from the object to the lens, we can compute the 
required focal length.

f
uM
M

=
+1

Optics
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Sensors

3-Chip Colour Camera

1-Chip Colour Camera
(Bayer filter)

C. Bartneck, T. Belpaeme, F. Eyssel, T. Kanda, M. Keijsers, S. Šabanović, 
Human-Robot Interaction – An Introduction, Cambridge University Press, 
2020
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Image Acquisition 
and 

Image Representation
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Image Acquisition

Digital images represent the reflectance function of a scene but they do so in a 
sampled and quantised form

Each quantized integer value is known as a pixel and is the smallest discrete 
accessible sub-section of a digital image.
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Sampling and Quantisation

Image Acquisition
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Image Acquisition

rows

columns

Credit: Francesca Odone, University of Genova
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Image Acquisition

Credit: Francesca Odone, University of Genova
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Image Acquisition

Dynamic range

Total number of distinctive values occurring in the image 
• it is limited by the number of bit per pixel we may want to use

• it is also limited by the physical dynamic range of the sensor

MINMAX

!To represent black-white images 1 bit 
is sufficient

! Grey level images: usually associate a 
byte to a pixel  28=256 gray levels

! Color images: usually 1 byte per 
channel (“millions of color”)

this is related to the quantization process...

Credit: Francesca Odone, University of Genova
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Image Representation

Pixel content depends on the image type

• Gray level pictorial digital images (“black and white photos”):  intensity 

• Color pictorial digital images: color (modeled as triplets, eg RGB)

• Range images: depth information

• Medical images: radiation absorbance level

• Thermal images:  heat

Credit: Francesca Odone, University of Genova
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Colour Spaces

There are many colour representations

RGB Red, Green, Blue

CMY Cyan, Magenta, Yellow

YUV Luminance (Y), Blue minus Luminance (U), Red minus Luminance (V)

YCrCb Scaled version of YUV

CIE XYZ Standard reference colour space based on the response of human eye

CIE L*u*V* Perceptually uniform colour space

CIE L*a*b* Device independent colour space (all colours perceived by humans)

HSV Hue, Saturation, Value

HLS Hue, Luminance, Saturation

HSI Hue, Saturation, Intensity
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Colour Spaces

Achromatic axis
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Colour Spaces

!

Red Green Blue images

Red (~ 700nm)
Green (~ 546nm)
Blue (~ 436nm)

Credit: Kenneth Dawson-Howe, A Practical Introduction to Computer Vision with OpenCV, © Wiley & Sons Inc. 2014
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Colour Spaces

Achromatic axis
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Colour Spaces

Achromatic axis
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Colour Spaces
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Colour Spaces

Credit: Kenneth Dawson-Howe, A Practical Introduction to Computer Vision with OpenCV, © Wiley & Sons Inc. 2014
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Image Processing
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Image processing

– Image to image transformation

– It starts with an image and produces a modified (enhanced) image

– Iconic to iconic transformation

Image analysis
– Image to information transformation

– It starts with an image and produces information representing a description or a decision

– Iconic to symbolic transformation

Image Processing
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Image Processing

The image processing phase should :

– facilitate the extraction of information

– compensate for non-uniform illumination

– re-adjust the image to compensate for distortions introduced by the imaging system
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Image Processing

There are 3 distinct classes of operations

1. Point Operations

2. Neighbourhood Operations
• Linear filtering / convolution operations

• Fourier transform

• Logical non-linear operations

3. Geometric Operations
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Point Operations

Each pixel in the output image is a function of the grey-level of the pixel at the 
corresponding position in the input image 
and only of that pixel

They cannot alter the spatial relationships of the image
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Point Operations

Typical point operations include:

– Photometric Decalibration, to remove 
the effects of spatial variations in the 
sensitivity of a camera system

– Contrast Stretching (e.g. if a feature or 
object occupies a relatively small 
section of the total grey-scale image, 
these local operations can manipulate 
the image so that it occupies the entire 
range)

– Thresholding, in which all the pixels 
having grey-levels in specified ranges in 
the input image are assigned a single 
specific grey-level in the output image
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Point Operations

Background Subtraction

– Pixel values of two images are subtracted on a point by point 
basis.

– Subtraction of a known pattern (or image) of super-imposed 
noise, e.g. photometric decalibration (compensation for 
vingnetting)

– Motion Detection: stationary objects cancel each other out while 
moving objects are highlighted.
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Point Operations

Thresholding

• Elementary segmentation technique (see later) that 
– assigns a value of 0 or 255 to each pixel

– depending on whether the image value is less than or greater than the threshold

• This is effectively a labelling process
– Label pixels background

– Label pixels foreground / object 
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Neighbourhood Operations

• Generate an output pixel on the basis of the pixel at the corresponding position in the input 
image and on the basis of its neighbouring pixels

• The size of the neighbourhood may vary :

3 * 3
5 * 5
63 * 63 pixels

• Often referred to as Filtering Operations

Convolution of an image f with a filter kernel or mask h

g = f * h
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Neighbourhood Operations

Other Neighbourhood Operations

– Applying some logical test 

based on, e.g. the presence or absence of object pixels in a local neighbourhood surrounding the 
pixel in question

– Object Thinning (or Skeletonising)

– Erosion and Dilation (contract/expand an object)
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Image Filtering

The 2D Convolution Integral :

g(i, j)  =  f * h = 

– output g of a shift-invariant linear system

– is given by the convolution or application of the input signal f with 
a function h which is characteristic of the system
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Image Filtering

• The function h is normally referred to as the filter

– It dictates what elements of the input image are allowed to pass through to 
the output image

– By choosing an appropriate filter, we can enhance certain aspects of the 
output and attenuate others

– A particular filter h is often referred to as a filter kernel

• The form of g depends on

– The input f (obviously)
– The form of the system h through which it is being passed
– The relationship is given by the convolution integral.
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Image Filtering

In the discrete domain of digital images the Convolution operation 
is given by:

The summation is taken only over the area where (i-m, j-n) is 
defined, i.e. over the area where f and h overlap.

( ) ( ) ( )g i j f h f i m j n h m n
nm

, * , ,= = - -åå
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Image Filtering

h(-1,-1) h(-1,0) h(-1,+1)

h(0,-1) h(0,0) h(0,+1)

h(+1,-1) h(+1,0) h(+1,+1)

3 * 3 Convolution Filter h
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Image Filtering

Note that the mask is first rotated by 180° since

– f(i-1, j-1) must be multiplied by h(1, 1)
– f(i-1, j) must be multiplied by h(1,0)
– ……. ,
– and f(i+1, j+1) must be multiplied by h(-1,-1)

Often the rotation by 180° is omitted if the mask is symmetric

( ) ( ) ( )g i j f h f i m j n h m n
nm

, * , ,= = - -åå
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Image Filtering

Gaussian filter
Image smoothing

– s defines the effective spread of the function

• Gaussian functions with a small value for s are narrow
• Those with with a large value for s are broad
• Note that, since the Gaussian function is defined over an infinite support, 

i.e. it has non-zero (but very small) values at we must truncate the 
function
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Image Filtering

Salt and pepper noise: 1% of pixels either black or white

Smoothing: outliers are spread but not eliminated

Original image Salt and Pepper                   Gaussian filter s =8, 5x5
Credit: Markus Vincze, Technische Universität Wien
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Image Filtering
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1.5, 

3.0

6.0

with their corresponding discrete 1-D masks

Note that the result of convolution with these masks 
should be normalised by dividing by the sum of the 
mask weights
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Original image         s =1, 5x5                s =2, 9x9 s =4, 15x15
Credit: Markus Vincze, Technische Universität Wien

Image Filtering
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Image Filtering

Why is the Gaussian such a popular smoothing function?

It can be adjusted to control the level of detail in the image

– Small s will retain a significant amount of detail

– Large s will retain only the gross structure
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Image Filtering

Median filter
Noise suppression technique

– A pixel is assigned the value of the median of pixel values in some 
local neighbourhood

– The size of the neighbourhood is arbitrary

– Median filter is superior to the mean filter in that image blurring 
is minimised
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Image Filtering

Median filter 3x3                              Median filter 7x7                        3x Median filter 3x3

• Median Filter: Salt and Pepper (5%)

• Eliminates outliers (up to 50%)

Credit: Markus Vincze, Technische Universität Wien
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Reading

R. Szeliski, Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications, Springer, 2010.

Section 2.2.3 Optics

Section 2.3 The digital camera

Section 2.3.1  Sampling and aliasing
Section 2.3.2  Colour

Section 3.1  Point operations
Section 3.1.1 Pixel transform

Section 3.1.4  Histogram equalization
Section 3.2  Linear Filtering 

D. Vernon, Machine Vision, 1991. 
Section 2.2.1 Image formation: elementary optics

Section 2.2.2 Camera sensors
Section 3.1 Sampling and quantization

Section 4.1.4 Background subtraction

Section 4.2.1 Convolution


